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Swim, golf
cuts asked
Oracle Sports Editor
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Palm bearer
Most dogs chase sticks, but Malo likes
palm fronds. The German shepherd and

Photo by Chris Malone

Rhett Riviere (lDUS) enjoy spending
warm days beneath USF palms.
·

Growth eyed

Water trouble seen
BY MARY RUTH MYERS
Oracle Staff Writer

Booming development in the
north Tampa area near USF has
created problems of dwindling
water supplies, traffic congestion
and inadequate recreation
facilities, officials have said.
Maps at the Hillsborough
County Zoning Department show
a minimum of 64 approved zoning
changes in the USF area since
1968. These maps do not show the
rezoning requests that were not
approved during that time.
LARGE TRACTS of land zoned
for "University Community,"
single-family residences or
agricultural districts have now
been rezoned to allow high
density apartment areas or
commercial .districts, the maps
show.
"University Community" is a
county zoning regulation which
restricts
development
to
universities and
colleges,

elementary and secondary
schools, churches and research
laboratories. It also allows
headquarters for certain nonprofit organizations, open:land
uses, public utility substations,
hospitals and health centers and
offices or clinics.
Special uses include multifamily dwellings, dormitories
and neighborhood service
commercial dwellings such as
convenience stores.
TEMPLE TERRACE City
Manager William Nungester
said, "Our major problem is
trying to provide the same level
of service for a growing area
we've been giving in the past.
There's also the problem of
trying to provide for utilities."
Nungester
said
Temple
Terrace is experiencing water
problems, partly because it is
difficult to find a good underground source in this area.
When officials locate a source

for water it must be treated, he
said.
"Growth has been so rapid we
haven't been able to provide for
potable water or for the collection
of sanitary sewage (waste
water)," Nungester said.
TAMP A TREATS ali sanitary
sewage coming from Temple
Terrace because the city is the
regional treating authority,
Nungester said. However, Temple Terrace must provide for
collection of the wastes itself and
this has caused a problem, he
said.
Nungester said he is not overly
concerned with development of
"strip" areas along the main
roadways in Temple Terrace but
said these areas add to the traffic
problem.
"Those stores attract a farreaching number of people and
add to the traffic congestion," he
said.

USF Athletic Director Dr.
Richard Bowers and Vice
President for Student Affairs Dr.
Joe Howell in a letter to Pres.
Cecil Mackey yesterday, asked
both the intercollegiate swim and
golf programs be terminated,
effective June ·30.
''The next move will be to put
the recommendation before SG
and (Student) Senate and then on
to Pres. (Cecil) Mackey,"
Bowers said'..
.
GOLF COACH Bob Shiver, who
said he did not know about the
official announcement, said,
"I'm not in support of dropping
the golf program. With the golf
course and the weather here, I
thought USF was pretty ideal for
a golf team-but I guess they
don't have the money."
·
Bob
Grindey,
Brahman
swimming coach, could not be
reached for comment.
Howell said, "Swimming is a
high-expense sport and has a
limited amount of support,"
adding, "If we're to go University
Division, we have to cut
somewhere. We looked at all
areas."
BOWERS AGREED, saying,
"Both coaches (Shiver and
Grindey) felt without additional
scholarship money they wouldn't

Richard Bowers
... requests cuts
be able to compete successfully
in the University Division.
"Swimming was a natural (to
be cut), because it just simply
couldn't compete in Division I,"
Bowers said.
In a letter to Mackey, Howell
stated, "The Athletic Council...understood the reasons ... but
did not wish to take as a formal
charge a review of the entire
issue at this time because of their
limited remaining time as a
council."
TONY CARV AHLO, a member
of the Athletic Couneil, said
Continued on page 8
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St. Petersburg land offer
withdrawn by Bullard
BY MATT BOKOR
Oracle Staff Writer

·;.·>·,,·..,.'
Oracle pholo by Bill Cullerlon

Construction worker at University Square
. . crawls along beam in ancther area development

Pinellas county developer Fred
Bullard has withdrawn his offer
of a 60-acre site for the USF St.
Petersburg campus extension, a
spokesman said yesterday.
Bullard is in Atlanta until
Monday and could not be reached
for comment.
CLEAilWATER City Commissioner Don Williams said
Bullard consulted him last week
and said USF wanted more than
he wanted to offer.
Williams said he hadn 't talked
to Bullard since last week, but
also said Bullard may hav e been
discouz'aged with reports on the
topography of the site.
"He had determined to withdraw the offer because he had
been led to believe, from reports,
the land was in ecological
danger, " Williams said .
WILLIAMS said Bullard did
not want to fill the land because
of the risk the Board of Regents

might not accept his land for the
campus.
Although Bullard has with-

G. Edgecomb
featured at talk
See related story page 3.

drawn his land offer, USF has
three remaining possible campus
extension sites from Pinellas
County, St. Petersburg and
Clearwater.
The Pinellas County Commission approved the donation of
an 85-acre site at Ulmerton and
Walsingham Roads in the northern part of the county for the
extension.
THE ST. Petersburg City
Council voted to offer USF a 35acre donation adjacent to the
present St. Petersburg campus
for expansion.
The Clearwater City Commission voted two weeks ago to
donate a 150-acre site near State
Road 580 for the extension.
USF must have a proposal to
present to the Board of Regents
(BOR) by March 4, so a
presentation can be made before
the spring legislature. A BOR
committee plans to tour proposed
sites next week.
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March gas for Fla.
The
TALLAHASSEE
Office
Energy
Federal
allocated Florida an additional 17.8 million gallons of
emergency gasoline, but
Congressman W. C. (Bill)
Young said last night the extra
gas is an advance on the
state's March allocation.
In other developments:
-The Speaker of the House called for
public hearings on the possible need for
a mandatory statewide even -odd buying
plan to ease the shortage.
-Sen. Lawton Chiles called for an
immediate increase in Florida's regular
gas allocation from two to five per cent
above quota and said he would not rule
out a lawsuit against the federal
government .
-Governor Askew announced a joint
news conference with Chiles for 9 a .m.
today to discuss the whole gasoline
situation.
-Sen. Edward Gurney called five
· gasoline dealers' groups to meet tJilh
him in Tallahassee at 1 p.m . today to see
if they have any ideas for easing .long
lines at the gas pump and speeding
allocation requests at the federal level.
-State Sen . Lori Wilson, Florida's
only Independent party legislator, wired
Pres. Nixon and others, protesting the
rationale that allowed Georgia and nine
other states less of an allocation than
Florida and urging that the government
be sued .
Three hours before Federal Energy

head William Simon gave Askew the
official authorization on the extra 12
million gallons, added to 5.86 million
gallons authorized Tuesday , state official s released a list showing the
lion's share would go to Dade, Broward,
Hillsborough, Duval, Pinellas, Orange,
Palm Beach and Po lk counties.
Here is a partial table showlng the
amounts of emergency gasoline
allocation some counties will receive
under the additional 17.8 million gal lons
authorized yesterday and what they
would have received had the extra
allocation been held to the originally
approved 5.86 million gallons.
County
Brevard
Broward
Charlotte
Citrus
Dade
DeSoto
Duval
Hardee
Hernando
-Hillsborough
Indian River
Manatee
Mar ion
Okeechobee
Orange
Osceola
Palm Beach
Pasco
Pinellas
Polk
Sarasota
.. Seminole
·sumter
Volus ia

5.86 million 17.8 million
205,200
615,600
2, 153, 100
717,700
94,800
31,600
24,000
72.000
1,020,600
·3,061 ,800
47,400
15,800
1,272,600
424,200
18,200
54,600
29,900
89.700
1,734,000
578,000
174,000
58,000
274,200
91,400
358,500
119,500
54,600
18,200
1.166,100
388.700
149,400
49,800
1.083,300
361.100
244,500
81,500
412,200
1.236,600
234, 100
705,300
333,900
111,300
81 ,500
244,500
107,400
35,800
191,700
575, 100

. Compiled from the news wires of
United Press International

ATLANTA - Officials pleaded
yesterday for the "Revolutionary
Army;' group that kidnapped
Atlanta Constitution Editor John
R. "Reg" Murphy to come forward with its demands.
The 40-year-old Murphy
disappeared at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday after leaving his home
with a man who apparently came
to the door saying he wanted to
discuss a news story .

,

.
w1rt news
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edited by
Sheila Hooper
Kidnapers ask more
HILLSBOROUGH, Calif. The kidnapers of Patricia Hearst
demanded yesterday her father
put up an additional $4 million for
free food within 24 hours,
threatening if he refused she
would be kept hostage for two
members of the terrorist sect
held in San Quentin Prison.
The new ultimatum came in a
20-minute tape recording from
the mysterious "general field
marshal Cinque" of the Symbionese Liberation Army .

Meir meets leaders
Prime
JERUSALEM
Minister Gold Meir conferred
with Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan and National Religious
party <NRPl leaders yesterday
seeking what a political source

termed "some new trick" to
avert formation of Israel's first
minority government.
In a daylong series of political
meetings, Mrs. Meir met with
Dayan in attempts to convince
him to join a new government. He
had threatened to resign unless
he was given assurance of wide
support from leaders in her
Labor alignment who had
criticized him ·over the October
war .

Talks may resume
· CAIRO - Diplomatic sources
said yesterday Egypt is expected
to resume full diplomatic
relations with the United States
next week following the withdrawal of the last Israeli troops
on. Egyptian soil.

Drug laws sought
WASHINGTON - President
Nixon told Congress yesterday he
wants stiff new penalties against
illicit drug dealers , including
mandatory minimum sentences
for first offenders and higher
maximums across the board.

Busing groups clash
WASHINGTON - Civil Rights
groups clashed with Parents'
Associations at a senate hearing
yesterday over the values of
busing of school children to
achieve racial balance in
classrooms.
Stephen Horn, vice chairman of
the U.S. Civil Rights Commission , opposed any- legislative
efforts to end busing instituted in
many areas under court orders .
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Gurney alde sentenc ed
JACKSONVILLE - Larry E.
Williams, former aide to
Republican ·U.S. Sen. Edward
Gurney, pleaded guilty yesterday
to charges of aiding and abetting
a $10,000 bribe and to income tax
charges . He was sentenced to one
year in prison .
Williams, of Orlando, was
sentenced to two concurrent one
year prison sentences by U.S.
District Judge Charles R. Scott.

tha t would benefit workers , the
poor , the elderly and consumers.

Court approves law
TALLAHASSEE - The State
Supreme Court yesterday approved the new Statewide Grand
Jury Law, and Gov. Reubin
Askew's office said he will
petition the court soon to get a
jury for investigating the $20

million marijuana seizure last
Christmas eve.
Arthur Canaday, Askew's
lawyer, said a formal petition
will be drawn up within a few
i:lays, asking to empanel an 18mem ber grand jury to investigate the case, in which 11
men were arrested and an
estimated 25 tons of marijuana
was seized in Bay and Gulf
counties .

McClain: no ER'\
TALLAHASSEE - A senator
who helped bottle up the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) in
committee last . year said
yesterday its ratification would
lead to homosexual marriages
and put women on the front lines
of future wars .
"I submit the ERA will riot
eliminate discrimination against
women, but only a change in
social attitudes will," said Sen.
David H. McClain.

Union seeks cash
MIAMI BEACH - AFL-CIO
officials have revealed plans to
raise millions of dollars from
union members this · year to
finance a campaign to elect a
"veto proof" Congress in
November.
George Meany, the president of
the labor federation, said Pres.
Nixon has made "ruthless" use of
the veto to kill legislation, such as
increasing the minimum wag(;!,
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MARSHALL
MCLUHAN
TO SPEAK HERE
MONDAY.

What is the
Big Drop?

WHITE SPRINGS COMES
TOUSF
Sun. Feb. 24th l TO 8 P.M.
presenting
SUNNY BLUEGRASS
ORANGE BLOSSOM
BLUEGRASS
COUNTRY BLUEGRASS
$1.00 Students
$1.50 Non-Students
Tickets At Mi Back Yard
Cross Lode Bookshop
The Great Pants Factory,
Mason Trading Co.
V.V .A.W. HDQTRS., :!05 W.
WATERS Ave.
The Women's Cente.r On
Campus
AND Any V.V.A.W. Member

8 PM, FEB. 25, USF GYM
FREE, EVERYONE WELCOME
Meet Mr. McLuhan at a reception
at 3:30 PM, Feb. 25, UC Ballroom
Sponsored by
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION'S COLLEGE COLLOQUIUM
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES COMMITTES (SEAC)
UNIVERSITY LECTURE SERIES
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Evolution, creation debate
features ·USF professors

. University community to debate ideas
... concerning evolution and creation next Saturday.

Black seminar starts

Involvement urged
BY JOYCE DEQUINE
Oracle Staff Writer
Blacks need to become aware
of Florida political issues,
panelists told an audience of 35
people in the UC ballroom last
night. Among speakers at the
program, part of the three"day
USF Seminar on the Black
experience, were Rep. Gwendolyn S. Cherry of Florida and
Hon. Judge J . B. Sanderlin from
Pinellas County.
The Seminar was presented by
the Afro-American Studies
division of the College of Social
and Behavioral Science and was
hosted by Director F. U.
Ohaegbulam.
CHERRY'S
TOPIC
was
"Blacks and Florida Politics:
Some Personal Experience." She

USF's lines
allocation
detailed
Academic Affairs has advised
each dean except St. Petersburg
Dean Lester Tuttle concerning
tentative summer allocation
figures.
The list of allocation gains and
losses by the colleges as com"
pared to last summer is as
follows: Language-Literature, a
loss of 20 summer supplement
lines; Education , a loss of 16.5
lines; Fine Arts, a loss of IO lines;
Social Science , a loss of 5 lines;
Business, a gain of 2 lines
Engineering, a gain of 5.5 lines
and Natural Science, a gain of fi
lines.
Summer supplement lines <ire
three-month lines and do not
include 12-month lines , often used
for academic administrators , or
graduate assistant lines.
Th~ Colleges of Medicine a nd
Nursing are not involved with
summer allocations as both are
alloca ted on a 12-month basis.

spoke of the need for blacks to
become involved in politics and
the fact 12 to 17 per cent ·of the
U.S . population is black but the
ratio of representation is far
below that figure. In the House,
only 17 members are black and in
the Senate only one is black.
"Blacks must know the
issues," Cherry said. "In most
cases that come before the lower
courts, people are poor and
black, and the person that
dispenses justice is white,"
Cherry said.

BY RUSSELL MANLEY
Oracle Staff Writer
A debate on issues of evolution
vs. creation, featuring two USF
professors and two noted creation
experts is set for March 2 at 8
p.m. in the Plant High School
Auditorium.
'~Resolved: that Evolution is a
better model than creation for
explaining the facts of science" is
the topic. Dr. Evelyn Kessler,
USF Anthropology professor, and
Dr. John Betz, USF Biology
professor, argue in favor of
evolution while Dr. Henry M.
Morris and Dr. Duane T. Gish
will provide oppQ.sition.
MORRIS IS presently director
of the Institute for Creation
Research and vice president for
Academic Affairs at Christian
Heritage College in San Diego,
Calif. He has done work in
engineering
and
creation
research. He is also the author of
over 150 works on Biblical subjects.
Gish is associate director of the
Institute for Creati9n Research
and also has an extensive
background in the field of Biblescience. The purpose of the Institute, spokesmen said, is to
develop - creationist science
through research, textbook
publication and an educational
program involving seminars,
conferences and short courses.
Betz said he and Kessler would

·

" ... I believe in evolution.
I don't find it contrary to
most modern religions."
-John Betz
be meeting to discuss
presentation next week.

their

"It's something we both think
is interesting to discuss." he said.
"I have been in biology for 15
years, and I believe in the theory
of evolution. I don't find it co~
trary to most modern religions.··
The debate will be free and
open to the public. There will be
an opportunity for open questions
following the debate .

"IT IS A JOY!"
-Judith Cri•t, New York Magazine

They met at the funeral of a perfect stranger.
From then on, things got perfectly stranger and stranger.
Paramount Pictures Presents

HAROLD and MAUDE
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Two Performances Only

SANDERLIN'S TOPIC was
"Blacks and the Administration
of Justice in Florida ." "We are a
small cog in a huge wheel," he
said . He encouraged black
students to organize research
projects which take them inside
the courtroom to view the judicial
process.

Every Raleigh lightweight 10speed cycle follows a winning
tradition. Designed and
handmade in Raleigh's own
factories in Carlton, England,
they are born and bred in the
same place as the Raleigh
champions.

Follow
the Leader
RAL.E't$N

A Broadway hit since Feb. '72
- it still is!

Curtain 8 p.m.

McKay Auditorium
FRIDAY MAH01 8th

Reserv. & Information

TICKETS
E x pert Hq1ai1·s on all
MalH·s of Biey clPs.
Jlif);, l'ra11kli11 Sln·d
l'h. 22 !1 -KIO!l
01w hlod< 1·as l of Tampa
l'olice Ikpl..

$8/$7/$6

STUDENT DIS<:OUNT
~LOO

..,.,.,._llllW.,...,..,...,...,.._........
4600 W . Kennedy Blvd. Tampa

SATURDAY
MARCH 9th
TICKETS AVAILABLE:
Viviano Stereo
o Maas B~o. (Westshore)
Curtis Hixon, Wards
(Floriland), Sears.
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Files can be opened
without legal order
There is no legal or logical defense
for the closed personnel evaluation files
maintained by USF. State Jaw clearly
defines public documents, which must
be made available to the public.
Records of state -employes are public
. ~ocuments.
.
The Florida attorney general has said
they should be open.
The Florida Secretary of State has
said they should be open.
The state Cabinet has said they
should be open.
WHY ARE they closed here?
University General Counsel Larry
Robinson will tell you why. He says
everyone else is out of step and while
his differences with state officials
"prove this is a democracy," the files
will remain closed.
The Board of Regents will also tell
you why. Several regents have said
they feel open evaluations will cause
the documents to become worthless
because people will not be honest if they
know their remarks will be made
public.
This logic falls short. It fails to realize
that student evaluations of professors
should serve as indicators of the instructor's classroom performance and
skill. Such a document is worthless if it
is hidden from view of students who are
trying to decide about enrolling in a
class.

''TAKE MY \JORD FOR IT •••

PEER EVALUATIONS, done by a
professor's colleagues, should also be
open. ·Students as well as university
professionals should be able to see how
an instructor's colleagues evaluate his
work . This cannot be accomplished if
the file's content is secret.
The Florida Cabinet has asked the
Regents to reconsider their request for
closed files. But the Regents, like USF,
appear determined to seek to bend the
law to accomodate university employes.
The law requires all state employes
to have their records open. The citizens,
as taxpayers, are the employers of
university employes and thus have
every logical, practical and legal right
to see the files.
The Regents, all intelligent
knowledgeable people, understand the
intent of the law and although obviously
in favor of closed records, have not
made a binding regulation concerning
them. The option, for the present time,
is left with each university.
It seems our administrators plan to
wait to receive a direct command
before releasing public information.
USF should take the initiative and
comply with the law before state
leaders are forced to order such action.

YOU CAN'T GO IN

1

Disrespect appalling'
Editor:
As we read the article concerning
Pres. Mackey being hit with a pie at the
"Hotline" session yesterday, we felt
contempt for the pie thrower as well as
Merrick and his idea of why this was
done.
The lack of respect for the Office of
the President of this University by the
pie thrower and the people he
represents is appailing. This kind of
representation is a form of animalistic
behavior that should be eradicated
from college campuses.
EVEN THOUGH we do not always
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agree with Pres. Mackey's policies, he
is the president of this institution and,
therefore, this fact alone commands
our respect.
Because of this juvenile act by the
monkey, the group he represents has
taken 10 steps backwards. The
President is now ahead. How can you
expect Pres. Mackey to respect your
views when you don't even respect the
highest office on our campus?
So Monkey, when you hit the man,
you also hit the Office of the President
of USF - so don't expect any favors.
The man will recover, but the Office
may not.
IT IS really inconceivable that one
human being would subject another
human being to such humiliation whether he be a President or a student.
Pam Eubank
Carolyn Kopachik
Joanne Campbell
Sherrie Dominquez
Career Service Personnel
Dennis Thorn
3EDA
Jane Swinney
6VAD

Mackey should re-evaluate
attitude on SG constitution
Editor:
This is an open letter to Fres.
Mackey.
Dear Sir:
In the Feb. 19 issue of the Oracle you
were quoted saying "Students are
different (from faculty) ... They are
essentially transitory." This statement
was given as a reason for approving the
faculty constitution and not SG's. Is
that really how you feel about the
student body of USF?
Let me present a question in the form
of an analogy. How would you like to be
fighting a war with a battalion whose
commander felt you, as a soldier, were
essentially transitory. Kind of a scary
thought, isn't it? Another aspect of that
analogy would be how the brigade
commander <Board of Regents) would
feel when he learned one of his battalion

This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,696.45 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.)

Merrick ought to
speak for himself
Editor:

Wickstrom runs 'lousy' Oracle
Editor:
Last quarter, with Laurel T. Beeman
as editor, the Oracle was a very good
newspaper. This quarter, Valerie
Wickstrom, you have run the paper into
the ground, making it not even worthy
of being a junior high school rag .
The only thing that looks good is the
front page. After that, the Oracle looks
like hell on the inside.
Sheila Hooper manages to place the
least important new items of the day in

commanders held such an opinion.
Because the president of a
democracy is a servant of the people, it
would seem the president (not a dictator or king) of a university is a servant of the students. Transitory or not,
a university functions for students and
without them there would be no
university.
Re-evaluate your attitude, Mackey,
before you are personally re-evaluated.
Then again, maybe the USF Administration could use a little reevaluation.
Tom Cornwell
3ZOO

her wire news section.
The commentary and letters page is
one big unorganized mess. The
editorials don't make a point or take a
stand. Enough letters about the URR
cut: it never was that good a station last
year anyway, but now everyone is
making a martyr out of it.
Entertainment never looked so
unentertaining as it does now . Stories
are constantly broken up with
"Preview" and stories are never put
with pictures when they belong
together .
The only interesting thing beside the
front page is sports. Mike Kaszuba
makes sports appealing.
I know you"ll probably never print
this but that will only go to prove what a
lousy editor you are and how you ruined
a good newspaper.
Harry Osborne
2DUS

If a pie thrown in Pres. Mackey's face

typified people's "contempt for
Mackey" as Richard Merrick insinuates, then by the same twisted
reasoning, an assassin's bullet in
Presidents' Lincoln and Kennedy,
Martin Luthur King, Sen. Robert
Kennedy and Gov. Wallace typified the
people's contempt for them also.
The record shows, however, the
people attribute acts such as these to
madmen who have decided for themselves the realm of thought and ideas is
beyond the reach of "the people" and
for this reason someone must act in
their behalf.
Acts such as these deserve less
comment than an infant .dirtying its
drawers. to attract the attention of its
elders. We don't sanction it. Our advice
to Richard Merrick is, "Speak for
yourself brother! "
Michael J. Rice
4EGR
Robert A. Alexander
2PMS
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APPUCATION,
HO/I/If. I'M
APPLYING TO
LAW SCHOOL.
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Some have_ indigestion,
others want more pie
Editor:
At least the person who pelted
Dr. Mackey with the pie chose a
mask to match his mentality .
Roger Aitken
3EGR
Editor:
As a student who has had the
pie of Mackey's blatant disregard
spewed upon my face for too long,
I feel the pie incident is only the
beginning of his just dessert. ·
Susan Springer.
2ZOO
Editor :
I support Merrick and appreciate his honesty. I come from
a junior college of only 5,000
students and the social activities
there were so far superior to USF
it is literally not funny . We
students have had negligible
social activities and the few we
have had were a pitiful waste of

2-22...

time (Big Slick and the
Greasers).
For the two years I have attended school here I have been
very disgruntled with Mackey's
lack of interest in what entertainment the students would
like.
I can ·assure you, Dr. Mackey,
the majority of students are not
pacified with a bluegrass session

The

in the Empty Keg. The University of Cornblow, Ala . would do
far more for USF student desires
.
than USF .
It's no wonder Dr. Mackey has
enemies since he has shortchanged all USF students of the
activities they have paid dearly
for.
David Schmitt
4HTY

NEW RENAISSANCE FAIR
1s an

ARTS FAIR
If you'd like to exhibit or participate

call Kerry Ext. 2401

Next pie for Nixon
Editor :
The ACT quickly awakens the
campus . from slumbered ineptitude. Frenzied apathy permeates the air. Students rush
hurriedly to cut classes. The
Administration Building forms a
mob. Paper bags scatter in a sea
of brown. An ape-like figure
ascends the platform . Apostles
raise a monstrous, circ·ular,
creamy figure. A reverent sigh
echos in the heavens. A hand
millions
suddenly
raises;
mechanically chant, "Degreemill NO; Bakery YES ."
In the Administration Building
- the gloom sticks to the walls . The
President sullenly wipes the soft.
soggy instrument of destruction
from his carefully developed
face . He walks to the mirror. Will
he ever again flash that jaunty ,
salesmanly smile? Can he
summon the courage to display
that callous, confident air of candoism, knowing every hedge,
every tree, every collection of
students may contain another

5

demonic, demented catapulter of
religious relics.
A burst of silence then the
multitude begins anew. "Mackey
NOW; Nixon NEXT!"
Bob Glass
5HTY

Classified note
seeks throwers
Editor:
WANTED-Qualified pie
throwers willing to put in Jong
hours of practice. Mus't be
dedicated , and have good aim.
Probable targets: Manny Lucoff.
Joe Howell and other high
ranking USf' officials guilty of
spreading low-ranking garbage
which results in the pollution of
our basic rights and freedoms.
Scott Boydman
3NSE
Bruce Brotman
3COM

The
Transvestite
Lumberjack
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The maniacs who star in this movie made an album
called ANOTHER MONTY PYTHON ALBUM. Available
on the Charisma Label from the Buddah Group.
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FIRST AREA SHOWING
,
~·
Frida, Feb. 22 9:45 p.m. ONLY!!
Saturdm· Feb. 2:J Sun. Feb. 21 7:30 &: 9:30 p.m.
ENA 81.00
· ·'
Film Art Series
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Dangerous' Brei lyt·ics featured
BY PAUL WILBORN
Oracle Correspondent
The music of Jacques Brei is, in
a word, dangerous. If you're not
careful, it can sneak up on you
and catch you with your
emotions down .
"Jacques Brei is Alive and Well
and Living in Paris ," being
performed at USF tonight and
tomorrow ' is a collection of 22
tunes by the composer who has
been called the "Bob Dylan of
France ."

CERTAINLY, comparisons
between Dylan and Brei are too
obvious to avoid. Brel's artistry,
like Dylan's, lies in his lyrics. His
: music is simple, and often
repetitious. Though his music
doesn't soar to great heights , his
lyrics reach to the depths of the
· emotions.
Brei writes about loneliness,
death, love and old sailors who
drink to the health of all the
whores of Amsterdam, with
perfectly focused photographic
imagery, and the unsettling
ability to recreate reality vividly
and emotionally.

Photo

-
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The AUve Company
... performs the works of Jacques Brel
1

Different' spoofs .British

"A nd Now For Something
Completely Different," a movie
of verbal and visual English
. ~umor, will be shown tonight at
~ :4 5 in the ENA. Tomorrow and
Sunday's schedule will be the
regular showing times of 7: 30 and
9:30 p.m . The film is part of the
Film Art Series which is sponsored by USF's · Florida Center

for the Arts . Tickets are $1 and
available at the door 45 minutes
prior to each screening.
Based on "Monty Python 's
Flying Circus, " a popular BBC
comedy series, "And Now For
Something Completely Different" is a series of vignettes
which examine and explode some
ludicrous aspects of upperclass
institutions and mores.
Some sketches include one on
infants who kidnap middle-age'd
men , cars which devour people,
and a fanciful depiction of the
"Upper Class Twit of the Year"
concerning a group of mad
aristocrats .

'Harold, Maude'
plays tonight
Pnoto

turnished

Jimi Hendrix
featured in 'Monterey Pop'

'Monterey Pop'
records

'60~

The Film Art Series " Midnight
Madness" will screen "Monterey
Pop" tonight and tomorrow at
midnight in ENA.
"Monterey Pop," the first rock
festival film, is a revelation of the
60's counter-culture, not only
through the music presented , but
with audience response and interviews .
Filmed at the Monterey International Pop Festival in
California, the film features Otis
Redding , The Jefferson Airplane
with Gracie Slick, Ravi Shankar,
The Who, Country Joe and the
Fish. Mamas and Papas, Canned
Heat, Janis Joplin with Big
Brother and the Holding Company and Jimi Hendrix.
Admission is $1.

"Harold and Maude," the
SEAC weekend movie, is showing
today, tomorrow and Sunday in
LAN 103, at 7:30 and 10 p.m.
"Harold and Maude;' is a
charming love story of a
necrophiliac .teenager and a 80year-old lady. Their meeting and
romance is a modern fairy tale
set aglow by some sharp jabs at
motherhood, the military,
psychiatry and computer dating.
The cast includes Ruth Gordon
and Bud Cort, of Robert Altman's
"Brewster McC!oud."
Music is by Cat Stevens.
Admission is 75 cents.

France's most popular serious
showmen.
Co-adaptors of the Englishlanguage versions of Brel's songs
were Mort Shuman and Eric
Blau. Shuman is a popular
songwriter, who with Doc Pomus
co-authored such hits as "Can't
Get Used to Losing You" and
"Save the Last Dance for Me ."
Blau is a stage and screenwriter
who joined with songstress Elly
Stone to introduce Brei to
American audiences with the
Village Gate production of "O,
Oysters!''

Cur tain time for the performance is 8: 30 p.m . in the USF
Gym. Ticket reservations ($3 for
the general public and $1.50 for
students) may be made by
calling the USF Theatre Box
Office (974-2323) .

Hungry?
Come to
the Big_Drop

GRISSETT MUSIC
Authorized Dealer
Gibson, Yamaha, Epiphone
Randall Amplifiers
Dobro Guitars
1lsPil Guitars and Amps
Lessons - Guitar, 5 String Banjo, Piano
8890 56th St.
Temple Terrace
988-1419

Student Discount with USF ID

· Sponsored by the Florida
Center for the Arts , "Jacques
Brei. .. " will be performed by the
Alive Company. The Alive
Company tour follows the show's
four-year run in New York,
where the Village Voice called it
"the most influential and innovative musical in years."
BREL, WHO Marlene Dietrich
once called "the greatest singer
in the world," is a Belgian-born
poet-entertainer now based in
Paris. Brel 's reputation as a
singer-composer and commentator oh the human condition
blossomed in the early 1960's, and
he went on to become one of

sell it fast with
Oracle Classifieds
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4 days 3 nights Depart any Thursday
•
$159.00 incl. air fare For details contact
American Overseas Travel Corp. University of South Florida """
•
ADM. 102,_4202 Fowler Ave Tampa, Fla. 33620
•
PH. 974--2695
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INTO THE

Voice recital tonight
associate
Ross,
Jerald
professor of Music Arts , will give
a free recital tonight at 8:30 p.m .
in FAH 101.
The performance will include
the entire "Liederkreis," by
Schumann, "Le Bestiaire," by
Poulenc and " War Scenes ," by
Ned Roren with lyrics by Walt
Whitman.
The concluding selection will
be "Three Erotic Songs from
Taiwan," written by Theodore
Hoffman , uSF Humanities
professor.

t

9302 N. 30th Street (West side of Busch Gar~ens)
Filet Mignon
Prime Ribs of Beef
Shrimp Platter-Red Snapper
-.(:( AN ADVENTURE IN DINING
-.(:( SALADS TOSSED AT YOUR TABLE
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Analysis' value questioned
BY WAYNE SPRAGUE
Oracle Staff Writer

The effectiveness of course
demand analysis, provided by
USF's
new
computer
registration, has been questioned
by some faculty members.
English Department Chairman
John Clark said yesterday he has
found in most cases he cannot
predict student enrollment from
the demand analysis figures.

Demand analysis provides information on the number of
students requesting various
courses during early registration.
"NOT ENOUGH students preregister to be very helpful," he
said.
"I find I can't make predictions
in classes that aren't filled at preregistration," Clark said.
"Some will fill to the btim and
some will never fill," he said.

Theatre department
ends investigation
BY WAYNE SPRAGUE
Oracle Staff Writer

Fine Arts Dean Donald Saff
said yesterday he has received
the Theater Faculty Advisory
Committee report on dissent in
the department he refused to
disclose its contents.
Saff said he asked the committee to begin the inquiry after
hearing reports of fear, distrust
and dissatisfaction in the Theater
Department.
SAFF SAID he has read the
report, but has not yet studied it
to his satisfaction. "There are no
conclusions to be drawn at this
time," he said.
Saff said he had not heard of
problems in the Department in
"many, many weeks."
"Things are a lot smoother
over there than they have been in

a long time," he said.
DR. CARL Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
said last night he had not seen the
report. "If I need to see it, he
<-Saff) will let me see it," Riggs
said.
"He is the dean; I prefer it be
handled at that level if it can be
handled there," Riggs said.
Theater Department Chairman
Herb Shore has said he has heard
nothing on the matter other than
what he has read in the Oracle.
SHORE SAID he submitted a
statement to the committee but
has not seen the report.
Advisory Committee Chairman
Jack Belt yesterday said, "I don't
want to discuss it," when
questioned concerning the
contents of the investigation and
the manner of investigation.

('---_j_ob_m_ar_t_J
The following employers will be interviewing on campus oh the days as in.
dicated. Contact Student Career and Em·
ployment Center (AOC 105) to schedule
appointments and tor complete information.
March 4
Bendix Avionics BS,MS-Electrical
Engr.-Mar. & Jun.
Federal Aviation Administration BS,MS-Civil & Electrical Engineering, Mar.,
June & Alumni.
March s
American Hospital Supply Corp. - BS.MS·
Engr. with Mech. Des. or Ind. Systems.
options, Chem. with biological orientationJune & Aug.
Naval Training Center Department of the
Navy BS,MS-Engr. Majors, Physical
Sciences. Mar., June & Aug.
General Telephone Company - B or M All Bus. Majors, Math and Engineering
Majors.Mar .. June & Aug.
The Equitable Life Assurance - BA-Bus.
& Liberal Arts-Mar .. June & Aug.
March 6
Canning, Wells, & Salzer - BA-Acctg.Mar. & June.
Financial Founders Life - BA.MA-Desire
working in Sales & Managerial & have
ability to work with people-Mar., June. Aug.
& Alumni.
General Telephone Company- Info. same
as for Tue. Mar. 5.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. - B or M ·
All Majors-Mar., June, Aug. & Alumni.
Trust Company Bank -- BA.Bus., Fin.
June & Aug.
March 7
Foster Wheeler Corporation - Cancelled.
General Tel~phone Company - Info. same
as for Wed. Mar. 6.
International Harvester - BA-Bus. Adm.·
Mar. & Alumni.
Montgomery Ward BA.Mgmt .. Mkt·
Mar., June.
March 8
Barnett Banks of Florida. Inc. - BA.MABus. Admin., Any individuals who have a
desire for banking.June.
Division of Youth Services -- B or M · Any
Major-Interested in working with Juvenile
offender in community-based settings-June
& Aug.
The following are iobs available on
campus.
OPS Positions
Library Assistant ( 1)
Typist (2)
Veterans Administration Counselor ( 1)
Teacher's Aide <1)

Information Booth Worker ( 1)
CWSP Positions (on-campus)

Clerical (8)
Typist ( 10)
Recreation Aide (Off-Campus) (11
Clerical (Off-Campus) ( 1)
Sewing (1)
Information Booth Worker (1)
Lab Worker ( 1)
'
Student Night Patrol (1)
Miscellaneous Worker ( 1)

Tallying (ll
Grader ( 1)
Input.output Clerk ( 1)
Errand Runner (1)
Equipment Room Worker ( 1)
For further instructions contact The
Student Employment Section of Financial
Aids located in ADM 151.

Clark said the demand analysis
"works very well in giving an
indication in high registration
courses," but that "doesn't
happen very often."
The analysis often comes too
late, he said.
"IT IS VERY difficult to
change the schedule after the
demand analysis coines out,"
Clark said. "Pre-registration is

.Themis group
takes children
on airport trip
Members of Themis, an honor
society for USF freshmen and
sophomores,
took
underprivilegeci children
to the
Tampa International Airport
Saturday as a project for Intensive Tutorial.
The children in the project live
near Ybor city and are all
preschoolers. Approximately 20
children toured the airport and
an airplane and were Themis'
guests at a picnic for their
benefit, a Themis spokesman
said.

LIITLf PROFtSSOR

SOOK'fNTCR
Florilond Mall
Busch Blvd.
Ph 935-4641

SELECT WINES, CHEESES
DELI·MEATS.
PARTY TRAYS
Sandwiches To Go ·
BUSCH BLVD. BUllARD PARKWAY

N

,Ji

o T

~

Wine & Wedge ""'
Ph.985-2485/0pen Sunday 11~4

•

+-,

Bullard Parkway
Near Corner Of
56th & Busch Blvd.

Jt1e911e1
Brei
/$

"This is the popular music of the last
third of the century-IT HAS TO BE!"
-Derek Jewell, LONDON SUNDAY TIMES

"'''e
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Need help?

.,

given his department useful
information previously
unavailable and has "given us
direction in terms of last-minute
additions."
Registrar Douglas MacCullough said it "will take two or
three quarters to see how it is
working." . The response ·so far
has. been favorable, he added.
MACCULLOUGH said 11,700
students out of an enrollment of
about 19,000 pre-registered Qtr. 3.
The analysis is only intended to
be valid for students who early
register, he said.
MacCullough said the analysis
"will also give an indication of
what total enrollment might be.':

USF ARTIST SERIES presents
THE ALIVE COMPANY'S PRODUCTION OF...

~--

Cliff Notes
and
Monarch Notes
From

long after I've applied for
rooms," he said.
Donald Neville, Education
programming director, said
yesterday the demand analysis
was "better than nothing."
"It gives some hunches to what
may occur," he said. "Some
adjustments can be made."
Dr. John Sisco, acting Speech
Communication chairman, said
he was "not ready to generalize"
on the effectiveness of the
analysis.
IT HAS been an administrative
help but "what it has meant in
terms of convenience to students
I can't say yet," he said.
Sisco said the analysis has

"Impassioned and powerful, cap"ble of stirring an audience almost to a frenzy. DO NOT
MISS THIS SUPER-MUSICAL!"

-• •

-Clive Barnes, N. Y. TIMES

ancj novv ~ cori go to BREL t;v2-r- o r-·nii!1on people hol/e
Friday, Feb. 22

Saturday, Feb. 23

USF GYM

8:30 p.m.

Tickets $3.00
USF Fulltime students $1.50

ON SALE NOW
Theatre Box Office I: 15-4: 30 weekdays
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Golf, swim cutsContinued from page 1

Howell's statements were accurate. But, he said the council
assumed no recommendations
would be made until Mackey
released the council's new appointments.

"Howell nor Bowers wa ited for
the recommendation of the new
council. It was my understanding
that as soon as this council had
taken care of I.he basketball
coach situation, I.he new council
would have a chance to give
recq_mmendations on the cuts .. .
what they did wasn't appropriate
to do," Carvahlo said.
He said he saw the reasoning
behind dropping the swim;ning
program, but. "the golf kind of
disturbs me."

was opposed to the idea. "Our
<SG'sl recommendations are
taken with some weight, " he
said.
"I don't think this university
should be engaged in newprofessional sports. I'm in favor
of branching out the sports over a
wide area, instead of having
everything in one area." Davis
said ..

Soar through Aviation Week

"IT <GOLF> is really an
inexpensive sport and has done
pretty well ... they have the course
and only give out six scholarships
as opposed to swimming, which I
think gives out 12," he said.
Out-going SG Pres. Bill Davis,
who along with Shiver and
Carvahlo said he did not know of
the recommendations, said he

No tourney
for women
Women's basketball coach
Jane Cheatham announced
yesterday her team will not
participate in the State Tournament at Miami Feb. 26-28.
"I don't see how we can go.
With the gas situation and our
injuries, and in view of our
record, I have to say no,"
Cheatham said.
The Brahmisses finished with a
9-9 record by beating the
University of Tampa last night.
USF's women's tennis team is
at Winter Park today for a match
with Rollins College. They meet
Florida Southern here tomorrow
at 10 a.m. on the PED courts.

Dr. Joe Howell
... recommends cuts

~ U.C.Mall~
Feb. 25 - Mar. 1
USF Flying Club

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD I
PLASMA PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UPI
TO $45 A MONTH BRING STUDENT 10·1
OR THIS AD AND RECEIVE A BONUS .
WITH YOUR FIRST DONATION.
HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
8:00 to
Tatnpa, Fla. 33602
2:30

USF tennis opens--maybe
BY PAM JONES

Oracle Sports Writer .

USF's tennis squad will once
again try to open its season when
it hosts Ball State University
Saturday at 9 a.m.

·ronite

Scheduled to begin last week,
the season opener against
Florida International University
was rained out.
"Psychologically, it was a big
letdown for us not to .be able to

USF
vs.

Chicago
W. Fla.
BY PAM JONES

Oracle Sports Writer

USF's
Golden
Brahman
basketball team will play their
last two home games· of the
season this weekend, hosting
Chicago and West Florida at the
Armory.
Trying to defend a six game
win streak at Fort Homer
Hesterly, the Brahmans will take
the floor tonight against the
Maroon of the University of
Chicago. Chicago is not a big
team physically; their tallest
man is only 6'5".
,

"CHICAGO has a couple of

good players, but their schedule
is not as strong as ours,"
Williams said. By Feb. 1, the
Maroon posted a record of 10-3.
Saturday night, the Argonauts
of West Florida University will be
in town. Earlier this year, the

Argos edged USF 90-89 in a game
that received much criticism for
its officiating. In that game 27
personal fouls were called
against ~he Brahman, to 12 for
UWF.
"West Florida has a tremendous rebounder in Eddie Hands."
commented Williams. "In the
last game, he got more rebounds
than our top two rebounders
combined."
THE BIGGEST problem facing
Williams is not a physical one.
Two Brahman regulars, Warren
Walk and Jack James, are both
suffering from what Williams
described as "a virus of some
kind." Skip Milier is having
abdominal pains, and Leon Smith
just had a tooth pulled.
Having their last three games
in five days, is "a big physical
demand, but I think we can stand
up to it," Williams said.

piay last Saturday," said Coach
Spaff Taylor. "It's demoralizing
for a team to get ready to play
and then get rained out."
When the two teams met last
year, USF came out on top 8-1.
Ball State's number two man this
year is Kevin Clarkowsky. '''Two
years ago, Clarkowsky was their
top player," Taylor said. "He
dropped out of school and is now
second man. I imagine he's
much better than he was two
years ago, so their team should
be stronger."
Taylor expects his team to do
well this weekend, if the Florida
weather decides to permit them
to play. "We'll be up for this
match," he said. "I don't think
Ball State should pose any threat
to us."
..

I
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the depot
presenting live

I
I

I

FRIENDS & NEIGHBORS

I

I
I

(free admission)

I

plus
everyday Beer, Wine, Games, Goorl Music
I

Daily
Happy Hour 5-7

I

14985 N. Nebraska
1
(corner of Bearss & Neb)
1
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SG: don't expel tosser

Photo by Bill Culler1on

Dirt shines
Uncle Dirty cracks up at
one of his own jokes during
last night's performance
in the Empty Keg.
Vince
Martin
will
again appear in the Empty
Keg tonight at 8: 30.

SG
Pres .-elect
Richard
Merrick yesterday told USF
Pres. Cecil Mackey he was
disturbed by "wild speculation"
about expulsions, as
investigations continued to learn
the identities of persons who
planned. the pieing of Mackey
during "Hotline" Tuesday.
"Expelling or suspending
someone, or bringing criminal
charges against them, is not
handling the siuation with a sense
of humor," Merrick said in a
letter to Mackey which praised
the president's sense of humor.
"IF WE CAN'T laugh at ourselves once in a while and forget
the importance of our roles in the
University bureaucracy,"
Merrick said, "maybe we should..
yield to fresh blood; responsibilities always carry with them
tremendous tensions and without
a sense of humor and some occasional comic relief , those
tensions can get to be a bit too
much ."

Career employes
decry pie throw
BY RUSSELL MANLEY
Oracle Staff Writer

The Career Service Senate
yesterday joined the ranks of
University members expressing
disgust at the Tuesday incident in
which Pres. Cecil Mackey had a
pie tossed in his face.
In a written memo, the Senate
said, "Such immature actions
have no place on a university

Residence hall
thefts increase
Increasing dormiiory thefts
are "alarming" but they
probably will not cause a change
in the recommendations from the
Resident Security Committee,
Chairman Dan Walbolt said
yesterday.
Walbolt,
assistant
vice
president for Student Affairs ,
said, "We are alarmed as individuals and as members of the
committee . This just shows that
it's all the more important to
have a be t ter awareness
program
for
securing
vaiuables."
The security committee has
recommended a n awareness
program be developed but the
final responssibility for securing
property such as bicycles is left
with students, he said .
"If facilities are inadequate
then we need to be in the business
of building adequate ones, "
Walbolt said . "'It just makes me
ill when I rea d a report of these
massive rip-offs of bicycles."

campus as long as there are other
methods
available
for
protesting ." The memo was also
sent to Mackey.
"We felt we should take a stand
against such childish forms of
protest," Senate Pres. Bill
Hickok said.
The pie resolution was passed
unanimously , Hickok said. The
Student
Senate
Tuesday
discussed a resolution condemning the pie-throwing incident but sent the measure to a
committee after SG Vice Pres.
Mark Levine said it was not
" urgent legislation."
The Senate also considered a
set of compiled policy statements
which Mackey asked all four
campus government bodies to
review. Hickok said the Sena te 's
review will be submitted to Vice
President for Administration Ken
Thompson next week.
Other business at Wednesday's
meeting included election of
standing
committees
and
nominations for university-wide
committee a ppointments, which
will be sent to Mackey.

Dr. Joe Howell, vice president
for student Affairs, said his
assistant, Dr. Chuck Hewitt, was
handling the Student Affairs
investigation but, "I really don't
know what's going on. We're not
stopping anything to work on it."
University
Police
(UP)
Detective Betsy Colson said UP is
still looking into the incident.
"I'm not at liberty to discuss our
investigation except to say it's
still continuing," she said.
ORACLE PHOTO Editor Bill
Cullerton and photographer Doc
Parker met with Colson
yesterday but reportedly only
confirmed earlier discussions
with Student Affairs personnel.
Parker said he was given a
message at the Oracle office to
call an unknown number Monday
afternoon . Parker said the person
he spoke with told him to meet
him outside the SG offices or in
the "poster shop" at the UC.
Parker said he was unable to
attend the meeting, but told
Cullerton about the "hot news
tip" and told him he should go to
the SG offices and say Parker
had sent him .
CULLERTON SAID he met a
tall, dark-haired man with grey
in his beard and hair who told
him about the planned piethrowing.
Cullerton said he called Parker

and told him about the plans after
he went home.
Oracle
Editor
Valerie
Wickstrom said Ute paper had
received unsigned letters from
the Symbionese Liberation Army

and the Krewe of Mad Monkeys,
each claiming credit for the
pieing.
·
She said the Oracle did not
release any pie photographs to
the local media.
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llt2 Br Apts
$140 UP
Furn & Unf
Near 1JSF
*Carpet
Rec Room, 2 Poois, 2 Laundry Rooms.
Saunas~ Tennis Courts
Office Hours 9am 6pm Mon-•'rk
des Mgr Sat&Si.m
Skipper Rd. Ea. of Nebraska Ph. 9'71-52;lf:
0

AtSBAIET'
S
weservefun
(also pizza)
A~D

COMPLETE STOCK
OF PHONO
CARTRIDGES AND
NEEDLES BY

SAND"JViCHES\

Fr~ternities,

Sororities &
Other ,Campus
Organizations.

I• PICKERING]
The right Pi'=kering cartridge
for your equipment is the best
cartridge money can buy" that's the statement Pickering
makes in its national advertising,
and we subscribe to it fully.
That's why at all times you'll
find a complete selection of Pickering cartridges and replacement
styli in our stock. These cartridges have been specifically designed and engineered not only
to peak specifications and performance characteristics, but also
to achieve total compatibility
with your music system in order
to help you get the most out of it.
11

You've Got A Friend

~8rld

8114 N. Fla. Ave.
Tampa, Fla.

4812 E. Busch Blvd.
988-7059

935-3101

Rap Cadre
plans jam
The USF Drug Rap Cadre will
sponsor an outdoor open jam
concert Sunday from 3:30-6 p.m.
between Kappa and Iota dorms, a
spokes man said yest erday .
Students are invited to pa rti cipate.

PRESENTS
~

~~,RAI NBOW'S END
\ \ ~(

Free Beer Wednesday,
Thursday & Sunday
3300 S. Dale Mabry
Tampa , Flo rida

J)~J

O pe n N ightly at 9PM
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Greek Week
Wednes day

Village Prescription Center
THE ONLY PHARMACY IN TOWN WITH
STUDENT, STAFF, & FACULTY DISCOUNT\
ON Rx's
10938 N. 56th St.

BY JOYCE DE<RJINE

Phone 988-3896

Oracle Staff Writer

Greek Week, a joint effort of
the sororities and fraternities at
USF, will begin Wednesday.
The week-long event will include such things as chariot
races, wrestling and entertainment by a band, Tom Hall,
one of the organizers, said
yesterday.
The activities, Hall said, will
include:
-Wednesday-US F vs .
University of Tampa in a
baseball game at 3 p.m . at the
USF baseball . field .
From 6-12 p.m. intramural
wrestling will take place in the
USF gym .
-Thursday: From 6-12 p.m.
finals for the wrestling match
will take place and a cancer fund
collection is set for off campus.

Photo by Bill Cullerton

Mass transit for USF?
A scale model of the space shuttle craft is one of many
·features at the Engineering Expo '74. Exhibits, music
· and magic will be presented today from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

-Saturday: The last day of
Greek Week will include Intramural Greek games, such as
chariot races, and a party at the
Hillsborough Wildlife Club.
The charge is $1 which Hall
said will pay for beer and a live
band. Any profits made after
fixed expenses will be donated to
the cancer fund, he said.

The Flor ida Dep artme nt of Commerce
Industrial Safe ty Commission
has job openings for:
Industrial Safety Representatjye
Salary range: $751.68 -$1012.68
Secretary II
Salary range: $480 .24 - 621.18
For information call Mr. Schmidt at 877-8337
Equal Opportunity Employer

sales service parts
Honda's are our business
Our only busine~s

mon. 9 til 9
weekdays ~ til 6 ·
971-8171
14727 N. Nebraska

BIRDSONG VOLKSWA GEN

Teach er Feder ation for
behin d doors barga ining
The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) favors collective
bargaining negotiations be held
behind closed doors, Dr. Ken

Megill, state AFT chairman, said
yesterday.
"We should be able to negotiate
with representatives in private,"

Red tide _victims··sought
A State Health Department official is seeking three
unidentified USF students.who were reportedly exposed to
_
the red tide: outbreak in .Venice.
Vernon Keys of the Health Department said he received
"third-hand information" about three students who, after
· diving near Venice last Thursday, checked into USF
Student Health Center complaining of numbness,
tingling and a shortness of breath.
Keys said either he or Dr. Winn Hemmert, another
Health Department official, want to locate and question
these students.
"We know how red tide affects fish and marine life but
we know little about the results of human exposure," Keys
said. "Cases like this are rare and we'd like to track these
students down for questioning."
Anyone with information about the students should call
Greg Truax at the Hillsborough County Health Dept., 2231311, ext. 581 or Keys or Hemmert at the State Health
Department in Jacksonville, (904) 354-3961.

11

Temple Terrace has concentrated on leasing and
· acquiring ·lands for recreation
uses in the last .few years,
Recreation Director Kenneth
Boyd said.
"THE AREA is really booming
and we have to keep building to
keep up with it," he said.
Nungester said, "You really
have to lead growth for
recreation areas and, unfortunately, we didn't. We can
serve the people of Temple
Terrace but the problem is they
aren't the only ones who use the
,areas ."
Dale Twachtman, Tampa
water resources coordinator,
said Tampa's biggest problem is
constructing municipal facilities
as fast as private· industry constructs facilities .

· "THIS CONSTRUCTION can't
really be halted," Twachtman
said. "But private wells and
packing plants aren't the best
way to meet the problem.

"Students bring on an incredible boom in apartment
construction and this is a great
drain on the water supply," he
said.
The water situation will remain
strained for at _least a year until
expansion of the Tampa Water
Plant is completed, Twachtman
said.
The plant, which draws water
from the Hillsborough River and
treats it, now has a capacity of 70
million gallons a day . "This is
inadequate," Twachtman said.
HE SAID expansion would
increase capacity to 100 million
gallons a day but the city is also
planning a well-field, another

Tampa's full service
VW dealership "

New and Used Car Sales
Parts - Service

Megill said.
"Each organization involved
would select representatives for
negotiations," he said. "It only
makes sense these negotiations
be held in secret."

Modern Paint & Body Shop
(We repair all makes & models)

Once a final settlement has
been made, the ratification of it
should be held in public, he said.
Florida Atty. Gen. Robert Shevin
Wednesday supported a similar
position.
The American Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
has not reached a decision
concerning· bargaining sessions,
Jack Moore-, AAUP Tampa
Chapter president, said.

GAS SHORTAGE !???!
"The Dasher is here"
The following is an exerpt from the Jan. 28th
issue of Automotive News.
·"The Dasher can certainly deliver the
mileage thirty teams of ne~smen driving
automatics and standards in a 60-mile
economy test through city and country
averaged 35.578 miles per gallon. Top figure
was 42.571 on a four-Speed car."

Moore said a state-wide AAUP
meeting will be held today and
tomorrow with a decision likely
to be reached in the matter.
A state Supreme Courtappointed bargaining committee
is currently drafting a report
which will outline bargaining
procedures for state employes,
including faculty members.

VW's - Toyotas - Vegas - Pintos
Hornets - MG's

Develo p.m ent
Continued from page L,

Authorized Honda Car Dealer

BIRDSONG VOLKSWA GEN
treatment plant and major
transmission mains.
the
from
sewage
The
University and its immediate
surroundings is treated in a
"unique way," Twachtman said.
The city has built an interim
plant designed to handle sewage
but it will operate only for a few
years, he said.

11333 No. Fla. Ave.
Ph: 933-2811
(Florida at Fowler)

GRAND OPENING

ONE FREE WEEK OF DAY CARE
MONTESSORI DAY CARE CENTER
933-1107

238-6315

( •: IA4 s s • ·~ 11? It A It ~)
(

HELP WANTED

J

I. SERVICES OFFERED I
T Y PING : Term Papers ; Briefs . Short notice
" if ne cessary ,"
Se e: Mary Ellen
Wils on 1259 Northside Dr ., Apt . 3 Norths ide Villas .

PART-TIME
TELEPHONE
REPRESENTATIVE
FOR
TAXSHELTERED INVESTMENT CO. WORK
IN OUR OFFICE MON -THURS 5pm to
9pm and on FRl.-4 to 8pm . START AT $2.50
AN HOUR PLUS MONTHLY BONUS.
CALL 872-9236 BETWEEN 1 and 5pm.
0

FULLER BRUSH invites you to reap the
rewards along with the freedom of independence an opportunity to make more
per hour than most people make on a
salary part time work. 932-2635 .
WANTED : Acctg . major, parttime mor:

nings· or afte rnoon s to assi st controlle r of
local cons truction firm. Ph. 223-4577, in St.
Pete. 522-2194 .
·

MISC. FOR SALE ]

TWO English Racers 10 s peed bikes . $80
e ach or S150 for both, very good condition .
Also, one English racer 10 speed bike
needing small repair. Make offer. Leaving
town, must sell. 977-0198 .
FOR SALE: Queensize bed including box
spring, mattress, frame and headboard.
All in good condition . Call 985-1951.
DESPERATELY ne.ed someone to take over
my contract at Fontana Hall for 3rd Qtr.
Call Dr ake e ves. after 9 :30 971-7656 .
niture-wat erb ed
&
fram e,
desk,
book shelv es, etc. Kitchen utensil s, sheets,

DATE MATCHING s e rvice. It's a simple ,

(

REAL ESTATE

TOWNHOUSE for sale. 2 BDR ., close to
USF, 1'12 baths. Kitchen equipped . S24,000,
FHA financ ing available. 988-7189 .

$4636 EQUITY is Yours! Take over
payments on 3BR , 12x60 mobile home $91
per mo. 5 minutes from USF . Phone Betty
after J° p. m., 971 -9759.
·
RIVERFRONT, C. B., 2 bdrm , 1'12 bath
_h ome, 15 min . to Temple Terrace. S45,000
Elsie Pickard, Inc. 677-1677, 677-1248.

on

" White · Squaws

and

Red

inexpensive and fun way to get acquain t ed . For compl ete information , a p plication, write New Friends, P .O. Bo X

22693, Tampa, Florida 33622 .

(

MOBILE HOMES

J

MUST SELL : ' 71 12x60 2 bedroom mobile
home . Take over payments of $78 .02 per
month. 932-9637.

EXTRAORDINARY TYPIST
6+ years of Quality Un iversi t y work, I BM
Sel e ctric -car.
r ib-p ica -type
ch gs
Refe r e nces-90 WPM-All Style Manua ls .
Di s s e rtations -Statistic a l data-t e rm
pape r s -MSS-Rush Jobs-Gloria 884-1969.

MUSICAL

i

J

speaks

Wom en," Room ·uc 251 at 8 p .m. on F e b.
26, 1974.

TYPING, Fast, Neat, Accurate, Turabian .
I BM Corrective Selectric. Carbon ribbon .
Pica or Eli te. All types of work. Machine is
great for professional looking T heses.
Close to USF. 988-0836 Lucy Wilson .

i/
l

NIKKOR 28mm f3.5 wide-angle lens. S80.00
Call Ste ve Brier 971-7425 aft er lOpm or
before 10 am .

HAVE PROBLEMS ? Call HELPLINE at
974-2555. If you need to talk to a woman,
call the WOMEN ' S LINE at 974-2556 .

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM CORRECTING Selectric , carbon
ribbon, pica or elite . Greek symbols . Exp .
Turabian, Campbell , APA, etc. · 5 min .
from USF. Nina Schiro, 971 -2139. If no
answer , 235-3261.

•mm <Om,. •. ""'"'' ••om.....,,...

towels, clothing, books, all at give away
prices. 971-2065 .

)

HISTORY
community and all othe r interested per sons, Dr. Thomas Sanders

EXPERT TYPIST
SPECIALIZING IN TURABIAN
Term Papers, Theses , Dissertations &
Reports. QUICK SERVICE - 4 minute s

EVERYTHING in my apt . must go ! Fur-

PERSONAL

FAST,
accurate typing service. 48 hr.
service in . most instances. 2 min . from
USF . Between 8 :30 and 5:00 call 879-7222
ext . 238. After 6:00 call 988-3435. Ask for
Liz.

CANOE RENTALS - SALES
DAY OR WEEK 935-0018

(

r

FOR RENT

~

J

GEMINI HOUSE APTS .
''" Mile (23rd St .) to USF
Centra l Air & Heat
2 Bedrooms Furni s hed S180 .00
Call Greg - 971-4051.
COLONIAL GARDENS APARTMENTS
6 month leas e-Students We lcome. Furnished
or Unfurni s hed 2 BR , 1 bath. Complete
with swimming pool, rec room & laundry
fac i liti es.

TAKE OVER Fontana Hall contract at
anytime! Call Tom at 971 -2971 for information .

LA . MANCHA DOS, Tampa' s only student
apt . complex . 572-90 per month . 1 block
from campus on 42nd St. 971 -0100.
GREEN OAK Villa - New 1 & 2 Bedroom
furn i shed apartments ; Varied lease; near

USF . Call 971-4408 or 971-1424.

sell it fast with

FURN . RM . in pvt . A-C home . Pvt. en! . and
bath, qui et a rea , near USF . Uppe r or gra d .
mal e stud e nt only . Phone 988-7667 aft e r 5.

Oracle Classifieds

HOUSING proble m s quarter th ree ? Fontana
Hall contr act for sale . You keep my sso
de po si t. Ca ll Steve Ack erm an at r es. 985-

2487 o r 977- 5222, o r office 251 -0661.

(

Tl?EA TS YOU
LIKE A
FRIEND
Why not
come i n for
a FREE

l

DEMONSTRATION

GIBSON Acoustic guitar Mode l LGO, two
years old . Call , then come by and check it
out . Ph . 977 -1727 ask for Mark : Before

t

Full Line of Dis ~ inctive
JOBEY Pipes

noon Mon-Thurs, after 6 Mon-F ri. Anytim e
week ends.

1

LOST & FOUND

l

$

•L•O..
ST•:- G.ol•d•cr•o•ss• l•" •h•ig•h•w•it•h•lo.
ve•G•o•dlllon
back. Believed lost on Delta pa rking lot I I
found call Bill at 935-0363 . Reward offe r ed !
Thank you .
FOUND : Black Cocker Spaniel pup Sunday
night on 131st St. Call Debbie at 97 1-2194.
H e misses his people and I can ' t give him a
home .

{

l"ou too c<u1 n1jo_l· .tht> highest

S.O.Q.
Sta11dard Of Quality

MISCEUANEOUS )

with this

COMICS for Collectors, Photos, Nostalg ia
Item s, Paperba cks. F la .' s No . 1 Store.
Ove r 25,000 Books, open 9-9 12943 F loo·ida
Ave. 935-0782 Browsers We lcom e.

(

AUTOMOTIVE

Unbeatable Team
For Dry Cleaning Draperies

)

..

••

Adjust·a·Drape
Oraoery cleamng OfOCess

'73 DODGE Van 6 cylinder, standa r d s hift,
12.000 m iles , carpet and pa ne ling . $2650.
971-7553 afte r 6.
'69

JAVELIN

SST,

exce lle nt

• Guarante ed length
• Eve n Hemlin es
• Ple ats absolute h ·
ve rtical

cond ition ,

radio -heater , power steer i ng , t angerin e
orange with spoiler & other tri mmi ngs .

FOR SALE
1973 Nova Hatchback, 14,800 mil es, ex ce lle nt

EASY
TRAILS

PIPE&POUCH
Flbriland Mall

Good tires . Small 290V8 2 BBL for good ga s
m il eag e. Ca ll Scot 971-5900 .

Classifieds
Ph. 974-2620

Jobey Link cuts down
costly pipe repairs ·

conditi on, automatic. Must Sell ; $2095 or

best off e r. Contact Bill Br ow n 971-9550 .

~

San1tone
Crrtijirrf Mostrr Dryclroncr

Brighter, cleaner
sparkling colors ·
and whites .

Pi<k t:p
and
H o m t" Orli~ c n

Call

.

2."16-5:"~' I

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS
Location8
HOND A 1972 CLJ50, 8000 m iles. saves ga s .
Str ee t or t rai l. M a ke offer ov er S550. Call
257 · 69 4 1 af t er 6 oi- on week end s.
R em ember yo u m ee t th e ni cest peopl e on a
Hond a .

13524 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

QUALITY
CAMPING EQUIPMEN
a1·11 N. 40th St .
988-0045
Open Thur., Fri. , Sert. 9-9
Mon. & Wed. 9-6
Sun. 1-6, Closed Tues_

OUTFITIERS FOR CAMPING
BA(K PACKING, CANOEING
We Carry CAM~ TRAILS, WENZEL, WlflTE STAG,
COCHLAN'S OPTIMUS, MOUNTAIN HOUSE,
COUMA" & OTHERS

• tw

llMKAllE!tr•RD

d®·'·=·

MM!lbtr of
FLORIDA TRAILS
ASSOCIATION . INC.

Train for the Navy's sky now.
If yo u q ua Ii fy, yo u can sig n up fo r Nav y
fli g li r tra ining whil l" yo u're sti ll in co llege
a11d he ass ured of rh c prllg rarn you want.
Ou r J\OC l'rn,~ rarn ( ii yo u wa n r robe a

Pil o l ) o r our NFOC Program .( if you wa nt
ro bc a Flig h t O Cii cc r) can get you in to the
N av y sky for an exc itin g, ch all enging career.

Be someo ne special. Fly N avy.
For mo r e infor m at ion: See th e Officer Informati on Team on ca mpus, AOC 108,
Fe b. 25th thru 28th , 9: 00 a.m. to 5: 00 p.m. Ma rch 1st by a ppointment only , or call
Temp le Te r race, !)85-1010 a nyt ime .

WARDS SHOP WHERE SMART
MEN GET IT TOGETHER

TODAY'S CASUAl LOOK
IS NO GUESSING GAME
_WHEN YOU PLAY IT
WITH WARDS WINNING
COORDl-KNIT TEAMS

SALE to $9.97'
Placket Shirts

SALE to $7.97

· · Dee.p Solids and Brigttf Patterns.
Two Flap. Chest Pod(ets S-M-L-XL
SALE to $7.97
Re.gular t9 $12~88

sJa~ks

·"CHARGE ITI"

'·!'·

.

'

INCREASE YOUR BUYING POWER WITH WARDS CHARG-ALL CREDIT PLAN
·.\

9393 Floriland Mall Tampa
Busch Blvd. and Florida Ave. Phone 933-6411
Open Mon.-Saf. 10 a .m. to 9:30 p. m.
Sundays 12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

